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Part A.1
Events/Seminars/conferences/workshops/Extension Activities organized
•

Orientation and FTS: An orientation programme was conducted on 29th July where students were
introduced with the activities of the club along with the calendar of events for the year. Fresher’s
Talent Search on 20th August was all about fun and endurance, followed by a Delhi Tour on 25th
August, for the first year students.

•

Trek 1: The most awaited trek to Chandra Tal in Lahaul Spiti district of Himachal Pradesh, was
organized in last week of September last year. Chandratal– a famous moon shaped lake from which
the Chandra River originates at an altitude of 4300 m above the sea level was breathtakingly
beautiful. With its rough terrain, barren mountain slopes, dipping oxygen levels and one of the
treacherous journeys, the participants were subject to tough conditions. The beautiful night sky in
the cold dessert was a bonus offer for everyone.

•

Trek 2: The society accomplished another landmark through a trek in Bir Billing in Kangra
district of Himachal Pradesh, world’s second highest paragliding site. A group of 40 participants
did a day long snow trek in the shepherd’s route around Billing in February 2020. Next day a 12 km
long hike through the forests ending with mesmerising sunset gave a real thrill to the members. The
team members followed the principle of LNT (Leave No Trace) and minimal ecological footprint.
All the garbage was picked up by the team as per the trekking ethics and decorum in the serene
environment.

•

Online Events: The society conducted an online photography competition which was based on
various themes like ‘dusk or dawn’, ‘city street scenes’, ‘black and white’, ‘life versus adventure’,
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‘veiled stories’, emotions, water, and architecture. About 150 entries were received which
encouraged the union members to conduct more online competitions.
An invitation for online digital poster making competition on Climate Change and an online
photo story competition was extended. Innovative ideas were presented by the participants that
highlighted their hidden talents.
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